
Professional Biography:

Tom Cronin is a renowned speaker and corporate trainer 
recognised nationally and internationally as a leadership 
expert. Often known as 'The King of Calm’, Tom is 
recognised for his inspiring, empowering and humorous 
presentations on leadership, stress management, 
mindfulness and empowerment.

Tom is the author of 6 books, from the globally published 
book The Portal (through Allen and Unwin and Murdoch 
Press), The Path to Peace, his book on navigating through 
the complexity of change with grace and ease, to his 
children’s book, Missy Moo Meditates. He has also 
produced the hit film The Portal and founded The Stillness 
Project, a movement to inspire one billion people to 
meditate daily.

Tom started out as a Wolf of Wall Street style broker in 1987 
and after many years of stress, turned to meditation and 
mindfulness to help him change things for the better. In 
2012 after a 26 year career as a broker he departed the 
world of finance and committed his time to making a 
difference. Since 2012 he has taught thousands of people 
all over the world to meditate, led transformational retreats, 
hosted corporate trainings for Fortune 100 companies like 
Amazon, Coca Cola, as well as UBS, Nova FM and Fairfax 
Media. He has also spoken on stages at some of the 
biggest events like Afest, Wanderlust and the Adnews 
Summit. 

Tom Cronin’s strong skill as an experienced facilitator 
teaches conference participants very practical tips and 
strategies to apply to their work and home life, 
empowering insights and knowledge, and a meditation 
training experience during his sessions that leave the 
audience feeling inspired and equiped to acquire the 
necessary skills to be healthy, happy and successful in the 
future.

Tom has worked with hundreds of companies, conferences 
and media outlets as a speaker and facilitator from UBS, 
Nova FM, Qantas, Finch Media, Fairfax Media, Amazon, 
Sydney Airports, GPT, Bank of China, Wanderlust, Afest, 
Mindheart Connect and the list goes on…

He has been featured on TV and in the media sharing his 
insights and strategies for a successful life from Thrive 
Global, Sydney Morning Herald, Yahoo News, The 
Morning Show Channel 9, CBS, NineMSN, Conde Nast 
Traveller, Huffington Post, MindBodyGreen, Vogue, 
Business Insider magazine just to name a few.
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"Toms presentation to our staff was practical, 
informative, engaging and impacting for the 
staff at Coca-Cola. His personal story made 
what he offered so relatable to everyone. His 
knowledge of how to increase productivity and

efficiency while reducing stress was just what we needed to 
hear in what can be very busy and stressful work environments 
but also to help manage the issues we face in our personal lives. 
I would highly recommend anyone or any organization to avail 
themselves of the gift that Tom offers”

- Sarah Susak, Senior Counsel at Coca-Cola South Pacific

Book Tom now:
Ph: +61 400307047

tom@tomcronin.com
www.tomcronin.com
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Signature Programs

Meditation and Mindfulness for a Successful 
Workplace

● Understand the negative impact of stress on 
mind, body and biochemicals

● Staff will learn how they can empower 
themselves over stress and increase brain 
potential 

● How to improve sleep, focus and productivity 
● Experience a group guided meditation 

session to show in real time the impact 
meditation can have on the mind and body

Conscious Based Leadership

● How Leadership has changed from authority 
to inspiration

● Systems and strategies to stay on top of your 
game as a leader

● How to speak with clear, concise and 
conscious communication skills

● How to negotiate challenging discussions 
with staff to avoid heated arguments

Inspired Based Leadership 

● What is inspired leadership and how has 
leadership changed from the past

● How to stay ahead of the rapidly changing 
world and stand out in a  crowd

● Tips and techniques to be in flow and in the 
zone all day everyday

● How to see into the future and lead the way 
forward into the next frontier 

Happy and Healthy Based Workplace

● Staff will learn how to reduce stress on a 
mental, physical and emotional level

● Tips and strategies for a good night's sleep
● Why mindset is everything and how to 

sharpen your mind
● A quick guide to meditation and which 

meditation is best for you
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"Tom was engaged by the Master Builders 
Association, Northern Suburbs to do a 30 
minute presentation for our members at our 
Information Night on Thursday 17th June, 2021. 
We found Tom’s presentation to be insightful, 
calming and inspirational.”
Mark Newman, President
MBA Northern Suburbs
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Meditation and Mindfulness for a 
Successful Workplace

This transformative program is designed to help business 
professionals to have greater success by reducing stress 
and optimising their mind and body.

In this session you will learn how stress will deteriorate your 
well being on physical, mental and emotional level and 
how to reduce this stress using some simple techniques 
and systems, leading to happier, healthier and successful 
lives. 

See your staff improve their work performance, have 
greater harmony in the workplace, see less absenteeism 
and more success after this enlightening and 
transformative session.

● Understand the negative impact of stress on mind, 
body and biochemicals 

● Staff will learn how they can empower themselves 
over stress and increase brain potential 

● Learn techniques and tips to reduce stress 
optimising mind and body

● How to improve sleep, focus and productivity 
● Experience a group guided meditation session to 

show in real time the impact meditation can have 
on the mind and body

● Learn steps to integrate mindfulness and 
meditation into their days easily and effortlessly

Audiences: Organizations, Associations, small, medium 
and large size companies who want to SUPERCHARGE 
their productivity  and  increase  employee’s have less stress 
and increased health, happiness and productivity.

Also: Conference keynotes/breakouts, Association 
meetings, Corporate events, Banquets, Incentive Trips, 
Entertainment events, Stadiums and Venues, Schools and 
Universities.

Customization Options: Keynote or Onsite Strategic Work 
Session

Alternate titles:
● How To Reduce Stress, Increase efficiency and 

Have a Happier Workplace  
● A Powerful Guide to a Calm, Healthy and 

Successful Workplace

Program Length: This program can be customized from 
60 minutes (keynote/breakout) to half-day, full-day, and 
2-day formats.

Bonus Options: Can include take away guided meditation 
audios, Tom’s books and/or his 21 day self-paced meditation 
program called.
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"Tom, there’s no question my mood and my 
confidence has been significantly helped by 
you. I owe you a lot mate. There have been 
huge financial rewards from my progress this 
year.” 

James Willis 2GB Sports Presenter
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Conscious Based Leadership

This inspiring session is designed to help business leaders 
awaken to their true potential as a leader that will not only 
lead to greater success in the company  but also result in a 
more dynamic workplace.

In this session you will learn how the world is changing 
from Game A to Game B and how leadership must change 
with it to survive and thrive.

See your leaders step up into a new and bigger version of 
themselves, become more inspiring and successful, 
resulting in a motivated and unified workplace in this 
uplifting session. 

● How Leadership has changed from authority to 
inspiration

● What is Game A and Game B and how we must 
adapt quickly to thrive ina  Game B world

● Tips to stay focussed and lead by example
● Systems and strategies to stay on top of your game 

as a leader
● How to keep a clear mind and healthy body
● Tools and techniques to expand your mind and 

think outside the box
● How to express yourself clearly and concisely and 

improve communication skills
● How to negotiate challenging discussions with 

staff to avoid heated arguments

Audiences: Organizations, Associations, small, medium 
and large size companies who want to enhance their 
leadership teams to be ahead of the game during these 
changing times.

Also: Conference keynotes/breakouts, Association 
meetings, Corporate events, Banquets, Incentive Trips, 
Entertainment events, Stadiums and Venues, Schools and 
Universities.

Customization Options: Keynote or Onsite Strategic Work 
Session

Alternate titles:
● The New Way Forward For Leadership in These 

Times  
● Conscious Leadership for The Modern Era 

Program Length: This program can be customized from 
60 minutes (keynote/breakout) to half-day, full-day, and 
2-day formats.

Bonus Options: Can include take away guided meditation 
audios, Tom’s books and/or his 21 day self-paced meditation 
program called.
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"Tom really knows his stuff and is "one of a 
kind"! He teaches in a unique, practical and 
really grounded way.” 

Sandra Wood,  Founder of Great Managers
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Inspired Based Leadership

This uplifting session will give business leaders insights and 
techniques to become more inspirational for their staff and 
successful for their company. 

In this session you will learn how the world is changing 
from Game A to Game B and how leadership must change 
with it to survive and thrive.

See your leaders step up into a new and bigger version of 
themselves, become more inspiring and successful, 
resulting in a motivated and unified workplace in this 
uplifting session. 

● What is inspired leadership and how has leadership 
changed from the past

● How to stay ahead of the rapidly changing world 
and stand out in a  crowd

● How to make staff want to work with you and your 
company

● Tips and techniques to be in flow and in the zone 
all day everyday

● How to see into the future and lead the way 
forward into the next frontier 

Audiences: Organizations, Associations, small, medium 
and large size companies who want to develop their 
leadership teams to be inspirational in a challenging world.

Also: Conference keynotes/breakouts, Association 
meetings, Corporate events, Banquets, Incentive Trips, 
Entertainment events, Stadiums and Venues, Schools and 
Universities.

Customization Options: Keynote or Onsite Strategic Work 
Session

Alternate titles:
● Inspired Leadership During Challenging Times  
● Inspired Leadership for The Modern Era 

Program Length: This program can be customized from 
60 minutes (keynote/breakout) to half-day, full-day, and 
2-day formats.

Bonus Options: Can include take away guided meditation 
audios, Tom’s books and/or his 21 day self-paced meditation 
program called.
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"In life you rarely get to meet someone who 
inspires, empowers and sees you for who you 
are. Tom Cronin is just that. He is committed to 
helping change the world. Get ready for a 
nothing short of phenomenal transformational 
experience." 

Paul Hoffman Chief Visionary / The Success 
Creation Institute
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Happy and Healthy Based Workplace

In this enlightening session business professionals will 
discover how to maintain optimal mental and physical 
health during these challenging times.  

In this session you will learn tips, systems and techniques 
to have clarity of mind, vital health and stay in peak 
performance leading to a successful and productive 
workplace.

Reduce absenteeism, increase productivity, improve 
corporate culture, and have a happy, healthy workplace 
after this enlightening and transformative session.

● Staff will learn how to reduce stress on a mental, 
physical and emotional level

● Learn 5 quick exercise tips to do in 10 minutes a day 
for cardio and strength

● Discover a morning routine to be the foundation of 
a successful day

● Tips and strategies for a good night's sleep
● How to avoid diets and eat to thrive
● Why mindset is everything and how to sharpen 

your mind
● A quick guide to meditation and which meditation 

is best for you
● In this session staff will learn how to meditate and 

have a take home practice.
● How to see into the future and lead the way 

forward into the next frontier 

Audiences: Organizations, Associations, small, medium 
and large size companies who want to improve the health 
and happiness of your workplace.

Also: Conference keynotes/breakouts, Association 
meetings, Corporate events, Banquets, Incentive Trips, 
Entertainment events, Stadiums and Venues, Schools and 
Universities.

Customization Options: Keynote or Onsite Strategic Work 
Session

Alternate titles:
● Optimal Mind and Body Health  
● How To Keep Your Workplace Healthy in Mind and 

Body

Program Length: This program can be customized from 
60 minutes (keynote/breakout) to half-day, full-day, and 
2-day formats.

Bonus Options: Can include take away guided meditation 
audios, Tom’s books and/or his 21 day self-paced meditation 
program called.
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Just wanted to drop a note to say a massive 
thank you for the invite today. Tom was a great 
speaker!

Michael Chen , Digital Media Portfolio 
Manager, Reload Media

I found Tom's session brilliant - he is extremely 
inspiring and his presentation was interesting 
and informative.

Kim Liddell NDEA Founder & MD, EO 
President Sydney

http://www.tomcronin.com
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TOM CRONIN Books By Tom Cronin
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THE PORTAL book was created as part of a bold, global vision to overcome the 
chronic levels of anxiety, depression, PTSD and trauma that we are facing today. 
This book speaks to the need of the time! It brings to life the stories of six people 
who overcame great adversity using stillness and mindfulness, inspiring the 
reader to follow in their footsteps and realise the unique potential that all humans 
have to change our world–from the inside out.

Faster Deeper Calm is a step by step guide on how to live a life without anxiety 
and panic. Author Tom Cronin, meditation teacher and Founder of The Stillness 
project, led a very different life 20 years ago. He was a broker in finance, suffering 
from addictions, anxiety, depression and extreme panic attacks. Seeking an 
alternative path of healing to medication and doctors, he discovered a way out of 
the darkness completely free of panic and depression. He shares his journey and 
strategies in this very informative book to help reduce anxiety.

Path To Peace is a road map to find your way through the ongoing change. These 
are challenging times and increasing adaptive capacity is going to be key to living 
a healthy happy life. Path To Peace will help you see the mechanics of change in a  
better light and adapt effortlessly while reducing stress.

Spirit and Soul explores the 7 states of consciousness and a deepening of their 
awareness to life and your place in the Universe. It opens with the 
ground-breaking view that these states are attainable with certain meditation 
practices because when you go beyond thinking in transcendence. This book is 
the road map to enlightenment and the Non-Dual Reality.

INSIGHTS is a beautiful mesmerising exploration into cosmic wisdom. These 
cognitions appeared to Tom during his meditations and have been blended with 
images from the Hubble Space Telescope to provide the reader with an expansive 
journey into the field of mind.

Take your child on a journey with Missy Moo and her sister Boo as they discover 
meditation. In this book your child will be inspired to take time out each day, be 
present with the effortless flow of their breath, and calm their mind and body 
down. After reading this book with your children, sit with them through the 
guided meditation that you can download below.

http://www.tomcronin.com
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Morning Show Channel 9

CBS8

http://www.tomcronin.com
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